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As originally announced as early as November 8, Virgin Mobile USA has now made the Samsung Galaxy SII (S2) available online and at the outlets and dealers involved. Customers who want to pick up one can do so starting today with prices set at $370. You'll have to decide on the color though, as Virgin Mobile offers a device in titanium and white. If you need a plan to go along
with it, Virgin Mobile Beyond Talk plans start at $35 a month for unlimited messaging and data. You will find the full press release below if you want to use through it. Read more: Virgin Mobile Virgin Mobile USA Adds Powerhouse Samsung Galaxy S® II 4G. Award-winning Android with unlimited Beyond Talk data and messaging plans, which start at $35/month is an ideal
alternative to WARREN's cash onboard offerings, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-Meets customer requirements for higher-end Android and 4G access, Virgin Mobile USA steps in with its familiar Higher Calling promise to deliver an ultra-toned and award-winning Samsung Galaxy S® II 4G from Samsung Telecommunications America (Samsung Mobile), The No 1 mobile phone provider
in the United States It apartments for amazing value with Unlimited Data and Virgin Mobile,2 messaging plans that start at $35 a month. Available in Titanium and White, the Samsung Galaxy S II is available today for $369.99 at virginmobileusa.com, our Virgin Mobile-branded doors and participating dealers. Among the major national retailers, only RadioShack offers Virgin
Mobile's Samsung Galaxy S II 4G on Titan. The Samsung Galaxy S II 4G is loaded with a dazzling oversized 4.52-inch Super AMOLED™ Plus touchscreen, dual cameras and a Samsung Exynos processor™ one of the fastest dual-core processors in the industry. Virgin Mobile customers can snap vivid photos, record Full HD videos on the go and browse the web at 4G (WiMAX)
speeds, where 4G coverage is available, on a shiny smartphone display. For an additional $15 per month, [additional] customers can take advantage of the phone's mobile hotspot capability and create a personal Wi-Fi network® with connections of up to eight devices. The Samsung Galaxy S II adds tremendous value to Virgin Mobile's smartphone line, said Mark Lederman,
director of Virgin Mobile USA. Combined with our affordable unlimited data and messaging plans starting at just $35 a month, this is the perfect package for those who think they should go to the mail carriers for the hottest devices and save money. Here's a quick look at the key features on the Samsung Galaxy S II: 4.52-inch full screen - Super AMOLED™ Plus Android display™
4.0 (Ice Cream Sandwich) Dual mode Mobile hotspot capability 3G/4G (optional required) capable of 1.2 GHz dual-core dual-core camera processor: 8.0MP main camera/camcorder (for shooting HD quality shots video clips) and 2.0MP front Bluetooth® 3.0 External memory card supported up to 32GB (microSD not enabled) Google Play for all recent applications Feature
packaged Android smartphone running on Sprint 3G and 4G networks (WiMAXTM), attracting 4G speeds for Virgin Mobile customers in 71 markets across the country with an average download speed of 3-6 Mbps and bursts of more than 10Mbps - as well as access to sprint's nationwide 3G network, which reaches more than 278 million people. The Samsung Galaxy S II 4G joins
the Samsung Galaxy Reverb (available for $199.99) in virgin mobile USA's lineup. About Virgin Mobile USA Virgin Mobile USA is the highest customer service performance rating among non-contract wireless providers (Vol. 1 and Vol. 2) J.D. Power and Associates3 and offers millions of customers control, flexibility and connectivity through Virgin Mobile Beyond Talk™ without
contract plans with unlimited 3G data, and affordable 4G data speeds, for mobile phone service, including Android™-based smartphones and prepaid broadband2Go high-speed Internet access nationwide Virgin Mobile Beyond Talk's monthly unlimited data plans, which start at $35, are ideal for those smartphone users who are hungry for the most connectivity and the fewest
voice minutes. Virgin Mobile-branded devices are available at more than 40,000 retail stores, including Target, Walmart, Best Buy and RadioShack. Laundry cards are available in approximately 150,000 locations across the country. Experience Virgin Mobile online on Facebook, Twitter, You Tube, and purchase Virgin Mobile USA products in www.virginmobileusa.com. For more
information, click here. Very responsive touch screenGood image, video and call qualitySubscence and battery easy to removeIn the instruction manualIn all screen compared to the area of the phoneNo HDMI portBig, heavy design T-Mobile version of the Galaxy is fast, shiny and thin. This phone packs into a host of preloaded apps (Netflix, Slacker, Samsung Basics, T-Mobile
Basics and more), and its Touchwiz overlay allows you to use seven home screens with quick settings for connections on the notification drawer. The phone is equipped with 4G support, with a 1.5 GHz dual-core processor and a 4.5-inch Super AMOLED Plus display (allowing easy to read). The quality of the calls was good, as in photos and videos. Our consumer testers
commented that it was difficult to conduct because it was so large — although the phone is relatively thin, given its size. It's also a bit of a let-off that it doesn't have an HDMI port. Volunteers said typing on it was easy and comfortable though, and it fits well into their hands and against theirs. The only thing you shouldn't love about this phone is its price tag. Operator: T-Mobile
Operating Android Reviewed: March 2012Primition When viewed: $229.99 (contracted) This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content by piano.io When you buy a smartphone, the device is usually locked on the operator's network.
This means that your phone can only work with the operator where you purchased your phone, even if it's compatible with another network. If you know how to unlock a Samsung phone, you can use it with your operator of choice. The information in this article applies to all models of Samsung Galaxy smartphones. To get started, you need the IMEI number of the device. You can
find this number in your device settings or open the phone app on your keyboard. Enter *#06#. Your phone will immediately go to the screen with imei and MEID numbers. Record the entire IMEI number (even if you usually need the first 15 digits), then tap OK to return to your phone's keyboard. The IMEI number is also called a serial number, sometimes listed as S/N, on some
Samsung Galaxy devices. To unlock your phone through an operator, you usually have to own a device. Some carriers even require a certain amount of time to pass after it has been paid. Contact your carrier or check the website to see if your phone matches. You should have your IMEI handy and you may also be required to provide account passwords and other identity checks.
If your device is suitable, the operator can unlock the device for use with other SIM cards without having to do anything. In addition, they can provide an unlock code that you will need to enter when inserting another operator's SIM card. If your phone isn't eligible for unlock by operator, there are websites that sell unlock codes. You must provide information to your device,
including manufacturer, model and IMEI number. After a day or two you will receive an unlock code in your email inbox. When you insert a SIM card from another operator, you'll be prompted for an unlock code. There are endless options, so make sure the selected service has positive feedback and is legitimate. One of the most popular and reliable is UnlockRiver. Such services
typically cost you anywhere from $50 to $150 per unlock code. You only have to unlock the phone once, but each device has to be unlocked individually. Once your Galaxy phone is unlocked, you should be able to use a SIM card from any operator in any country. Some phone repair stores will unlock phones for an additional fee. Normally you have to leave your device with a
store for a day or two and it will run you about the same cost as using an online service. Most repair stores will simply use the unlock website to code to unlock your device, so it's not a recommended option if you're comfortable doing it yourself. Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Taking into account a massive screen, crazy powerful powerful and nfc and 4G support, it's hard
not to fall in love with the Samsung Galaxy S II on T-Mobile. Available for $220 with a new two-year contract (as of October 10, 2011), the Galaxy S II is a great phone. It has only a few minor flaws that keep it from being truly weird. The Galaxy S II boasts the same giant, 4.52-inch (resolution of 480 by 800 pixels) that we saw on epic Touch 4G for Sprint - and that impressive
screen is by far the phone's biggest draw. The colors on the Super AMOLED Plus display appear bright and bright, if slightly intertitilated. The phone is extremely lightweight, largely thanks to its plastic case. I've never been a fan of the plastic body of the original Galaxy S, but the Galaxy S II feels solid enough that I can ignore it here. At 5.11 at 2.71 by 0.37 inches, the T-Mobile
Galaxy S II is slightly higher and thicker than the version made for AT&amp;A. T. When comparing two phones side by side, I found that I preferred AT&amp;; T Galaxy S II over T-Mobile one simply because it was much more convenient to hold. While big screens are great for activities like watching movies or watching web pages, I thought the screen size of the T-Mobile Galaxy
S II seemed a bit excessive on Samsung's part. The biggest problem I have with the T-Mobile Galaxy S II is how narrow the denum is on the sides of the screen. As I moved across the big screen, the bottom of my hand would constantly hit one of the capacitive buttons under the screen, or brush against the bottom quarter of the touchscreen. Whenever I went to check a message
or enter a URL in the browser, I also ended up opening a menu or running a typer. In one case, I was in the middle of composing a text message and I screwed the closure out of it a few times before I could send it. With a Qualcomm Snapdragon dual-core processor, the 1.5GHz T-Mobile Galaxy S II is the most powerful of the bunch. Everything from basic phone features to
intense 3D games run as smoothly as silk. The only time the phone ever slowed down or got stuck was when I tried to unlock it: the lock screen hung for about 3 seconds before answering. Honestly, at the time I was downloading and installed 15 apps at once so it could explain the slight hiccup I felt. Your phone comes with Task Manager; since the phone has 1GB of RAM,
however, you never need to use it. To-ahem-better check how well the Galaxy S II handled the games I canceled and played Minecraft: Pocket Edition on the device. The game ran well and looked great on this massive display - the Galaxy S II makes for an above average mobile gaming device. After a good hour of play, I noticed that the phone was getting very warm, but it wasn't
hot enough to be Keep. I also noticed that my hour of gameplay has little effect on the battery - I probably can squeezed another 2 to 3 hours of Minecraft if I were so inclined. After about 4 hours of heavy use over 4G, I managed to completely drain the phone's battery. Samsung rated the phone as lasting 167 hours on standby, but we'll have to wait for PCWorld LABs to check the
phone officially to see if that claim holds. The quality of the calls on the T-Mobile Galaxy S II was enjoyable even in San Francisco, but the people I called said I sounded a little distorted. From time to time it and the curvature edged at my end, but it was hardly noticeable. Overall I can say that making calls using the Galaxy S II was a great experience. Using the Speed Test app as
an informal network test, I managed to get 3 megabits per second down and 0.44 mbps up in San Francisco. We don't have the best T-Mobile 4G coverage here, but these speeds are typical of what we've seen with past T-Mobile 4G devices. The Samsung Galaxy S II runs Android 2.3.5 (Gingerbread) and has several preloaded apps. Netflix comes preinstalled, and works
extremely well over 4G. I could do without Blio and Zinio apps, but I see their usefulness for people who like to read while on the go. Being a Samsung phone, the Galaxy S II also sported the latest version of TouchWiz. Personally, I prefer vanilla Android or HTC Sense overlay, but TouchWiz has a few things I really like. In addition to a bright and colorful set of icons, this Iteration
of TouchWiz uses motion controls for basic actions. For example, to zoom in on a webpage, simply place both thumbs on the screen and tilt your phone forward or backward. I found this movement much more intuitive than a pinch to zoom, and much more accurate. Also, I was pleasantly surprised to learn that the T-Mobile Galaxy S II comes with a Near Field Communication
chip. With this chip Galaxy S II can read nfc-compatible tags. We haven't seen many phones that support NFC, and that's a neat technology that I'd like more phone makers to include in their devices. Taking into account the giant phone screen, you're more likely to want to watch movies on that handset. While I'm not usually a fan of using the phone as a media player, I see the
appeal of this with a display of this size. If you strongly oppose watching videos on your phone, you can easily share them with DLNA-enabled devices using AllShare. The phone has 12GB of internal storage, but unfortunately it doesn't come with a MicroSD card. The Galaxy S II is the star music player, however, and could easily replace its standalone MP3 player. If you decide to
make the Galaxy S II your main audio device, the phone comes with a pair of (mediocre) headphones that you Use. The photos I took using the phone's 8-megapixel camera turned out to be sharp and crisp. The colors seemed a little off, but still looked good overall. 2-megapixel 2-megapixel the camera has also done a good job of capturing photography, although it works best for
video chat. The Galaxy S II records video at 1080p, and holds its own as a video camera; It picks up voices nicely, but the footage suffers from the jelly effect when you move your phone. The Samsung Galaxy S II is the best phone you can buy right now on T-Mobile. It's the most popular phone and it's perfect for people who love big screens. While some people may find the
handset too big, turning on 4G and NFC means this device won't feel like a dated line. If you crave real power from your smartphone and if you want the best that your carrier has to offer, the Galaxy S II is the phone you need to get. Note: When you buy something after clicking a link in our articles, we can earn a small fee. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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